Dear Friend of Cleveland Clinic,

In this issue of Catalyst eNews meet families who are grateful for Cleveland Clinic nurses’ care and supporting nursing education and advancement. Learn about a couple who is providing Cleveland Clinic employees with an opportunity to become a nurse and hear from a father-son-daughter-trio who already have dedicated themselves to a nursing career at Cleveland Clinic. Also, find out the top reasons why patients use call lights.

Enjoy,
The Catalyst eNews Staff

Focus: Nursing

Encouraging Advancement
When deciding where to lend philanthropic support, Carole and Robert Hartless chose to address a national healthcare problem while helping individuals less fortunate find a new career. They established an endowment fund to support educational scholarships for Cleveland Clinic employees to become nurses.

Legacy of Nursing Excellence
When Patrick Ginley’s children chose to pursue a career in nursing at Cleveland Clinic, a family legacy began. Father, son and daughter all pride themselves on their zeal for providing superior patient care.

Channeling Heartbreak to Help Others
George Chase and his family are channeling the heartbreak of losing a wife and mother to cancer into a gift honoring the palliative medicine nurses who provided her with holistic care.

A Patient’s Call
What is the number 1 reason patients use call lights to gain nurses’ attention?
A. ask for an extra blanket
B. report pain
C. ask to use the phone
D. report unusual monitor noises

Nurses’ Extraordinary Care Inspires Gift
An Orange Village, Ohio, couple grateful for their oncology nurses’ extraordinary care at the Beachwood Family Health and Surgery Center, say ‘thank you’ with a generous gift that will help nurses stay abreast of the latest in nursing care.

Team Spotlight
Meet the Development Officer
Born and raised in Cleveland, Ohio, Renee Krause, Senior Director of Development, Nursing Administration, is a voice for Cleveland Clinic nurses. She connects individuals who are interested in supporting nursing to projects that need funding.
Special Features
Nursing Video
Watch a short video and learn more about why our nurses chose Cleveland Clinic as their destination for nursing practice.

Nurses’ New Office
The rising Sydell and Arnold Miller Family Pavilion, the new 10-story hospital entrance and home to Cleveland Clinic’s Heart and Vascular Institute, will soon become a new care environment for many Cleveland Clinic nurses.

Watch the Sydell and Arnold Miller Family Pavilion take shape...
Learn more about the Miller Family Pavilion

Share This Message
If you find this information useful, please share it with a friend.

FREE Health News
Customize your Cleveland Clinic health news with the convenience of Newsletter Sign Up. Choose from a variety of electronic newsletters designed to keep you informed. Delivered straight to your inbox, topics include news about the latest medical treatments, wellness tips, innovative research and heart health.

Cleveland Clinic Publications
Read other Cleveland Clinic publications featuring supporters who are helping to shape the future of healthcare.

• Cleveland Clinic Catalyst
• Cleveland Clinic Magazine
• PYRAMID
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This information is provided by Cleveland Clinic and is not intended to replace the medical advice of your doctor or healthcare provider. Please consult your healthcare provider for advice about a specific medical condition.
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